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Abstract— Conventional automobile air conditioning system 

draws power from the engine. The air conditioning system 

consumes quite a reasonable amount of fuel energy. This 

paper aims to utilize the kinetic energy of the exhaust gas 

from automobile engine as a prime mover for Air 

Conditioning system. This avoids the extraction of power 

from the engine. Turbocharger works on kinetic energy of 

exhaust gas. It is used for suction of fresh air from atmosphere 

to deliver at engine inlet. This function of turbocharger is 

used for circulation of refrigerant for air conditioning system 

of automobile. In this paper we have discussed various ways 

for using kinetic energy of exhaust gas for circulation of 

refrigerant. One of the way is that, turbocharger can be used 

itself as AC compressor by principle of centrifugal 

compression; else a separate AC compressor can be coupled 

with the turbocharger. This project validates the use of gas 

turbines as a power input for AC compressor. Third option is 

to use kinetic energy for generating alternating current which 

can be used for electric supply for AC compressor; else to get 

thermoelectric cooling. Also part cooling effect from AC 

system can be used as intercooler for the compressed air. 

Thus achieving regeneration system in automobiles itself. 

This brings out better use of exhaust gas. Thus it proves to be 

very helpful. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The automotive industry is a wide range of companies and 

organizations involved in the design, development, 

manufacturing, marketing and selling of motor vehicles. It is 

one of the world's most important economic sectors by 

revenue. 

 
Fig. 1: Existing design 

Ships and locomotives equipped with turbocharged 

diesel engines began appearing in the 1920s. Turbochargers 

were also used in aviation, most widely used by the United 

States. During World War II, notable examples of U.S. 

aircraft with turbochargers include the B-17 Flying Fortress, 

B-24 Liberator, P-38 Lightning, and P-47 Thunderbolt. 

Today the use of turbochargers in vehicles is widespread. As 

our project run on exhaust energy of the vehicle using as a 

prime mover for the air conditioning system, people can take 

benefits of cooling by using exhaust waste energy. [4] 

A. Objective: 

The main objective of our project is to run the compressor of 

the refrigeration system by using exhaust energy (waste 

energy) of vehicle system. We are using turbocharger as a 

prime mover of an A/C compressor. So we try to achieving 

reduce fuel consumption in automobile. 

B. Need of Turbo Powered Air Conditioning: 

Nowadays climate changes are becoming unpredictable. 

Average atmospheric temperature is increasing at a 

significant rate. We find it difficult to cope up with the sudden 

changes in the weather conditions. Hence the need for an 

efficient air conditioning system is increasing. So, the present 

day automobile AC system is hence more often put to use. 

This situation demands for an improvement in the 

contemporary system. The increasing fuel prices are also one 

of our main concerns. The power required for the working of 

the AC system is usually drawn from the automobile engine, 

which in turn results in increased fuel consumption. A recent 

comprehensive study of fuel consumption for vehicle air- 

conditioning (AC). The fuel economy of a vehicle drops 

substantially when the AC compressor load is added to the 

engine. The AC increases the fuel consumption of a 

conventional gas-fueled car by approximately 35% and 

significantly higher for hybrids. So energy efficient air-

conditioning systems are getting significant attention from 

the automotive industry to improve fuel economy of their 

vehicles. These situations led us in a search for an alternative 

powering solution for the automobile air conditioning system, 

which does not extract engine power directly. 

In the engine after developing the brake power (i.e., 

only about 20-30% of fuel energy supplied).about 70- 80% of 

the energy is wasted in the exhaust gas. Exhaust gas contains 

two main forms of energy. 

1) Pressure energy 

2) Thermal energy[1] 

The pressure energy of the exhaust gas is recovered by 

using a gas turbine. The power produced by the gas turbine is 

transmitted to the AC compressor. Compressor speed can be 

controlled by a turbo speed reduction mechanism. So that 

automobile air conditioner can be operated by using waste 

energy with a greater COP. We have suggested three different 

options to achieve air conditioning using turbocharger; those 

are as follows: 

Option 1 - Turbo as refrigerant compressor 

Option 2 - Separate AC compressor coupled with turbo 

Option 3 - Electricity generation and use for AC system. 
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C. Turbocharger: 

A turbocharger or turbo is a turbine-driven forced induction 

device that increases an internal combustion engine's 

efficiency and power output by forcing extra air into the 

combustion chamber. This improvement over a naturally 

aspirated engine's output results because the turbine can force 

more air, and proportionately more fuel, into the combustion 

chamber than atmospheric pressure alone. 

Turbochargers were originally known as turbo 

superchargers when all forced induction devices were 

classified as superchargers. Nowadays the term 

"supercharger" is usually applied only to mechanically driven 

forced induction devices. The key difference between a 

turbocharger and a conventional supercharger is that a 

supercharger is mechanically driven by the engine, often 

through a belt connected to the crankshaft, whereas a 

turbocharger is powered by a turbine driven by the engine's 

exhaust gas. Compared to a mechanically driven 

supercharger, turbochargers tend to be more efficient, but less 

responsive. Twin charger refers to an engine with both a 

supercharger and a turbocharger. 

Turbochargers are commonly used on truck, car, 

train, aircraft, and construction equipment engines. They are 

most often used with Otto cycle and Diesel cycle internal 

combustion engines. They have also been found useful in 

automotive fuel cells. [4] 

II. TURBO AS REFRIGERANT COMPRESSOR 

As we know the centrifugal compressor section of 

turbocharger is used for supercharging of engine by 

compressing the air; but here we are using this function of 

turbo for refrigeration purpose. 

 
Fig. 2: Modified approach for Refrigerant compression 

This can be achieved by using same side of turbo for 

compression of refrigerant. When turbo runs on exhaust 

energy of pump it will suck the refrigerant in vapour phase 

axially & due to its rotary action inside volute casing of turbo 

it will compress the refrigerant. This will produce compressor 

work on refrigerant & push it towards the condenser through 

piping radially. The above figure justifies it. 

 
Fig. 3: Modified design 

A. Selection of Refrigerant: 

Calculation of required mass flow rate of refrigerant, m 

Assumptions 

Refrigerant = R-134a, 

COP = 4.61,[5] 

Required air conditioning effect, RE = 1TR,[2] 

Temperature of refrigerant through condenser = 45°, 

Temperature of refrigerant through condenser = -10° 

The effectiveness of a vapour compression air 

conditioning system is represented by the coefficient of 

performance (COP), 

 compressoron t requiremenWork 

(RE)Effect ion Refrigerat
COP 

 

 Work requirement on compressor 
COP

RE
  

    …(i) 

RE = 1 TR = 3.52 kW 

Putting above value in equation (i), we get 

Work requirement on compressor 
4.61

3.52
   

   = 0.7636 kW = 763.6 W 

Also, Work by compressor = )h(hm 23   

23 hh

763.6
m


    ...(ii) 

Considering ideal Air conditioning system, i.e. 

condensed refrigerant is in saturated liquid state and 

evaporated refrigerant is in saturated vapour state. We get 

following values of respective enthalpies from Pressure-

Enthalpy diagram for R-134a. 

 
Fig. 4: p-h diagram showing project related values 
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p1 = p2 = 2 bar h2 = 380 kJ/kg 

p3 = p4 = 12 bar h3 = 430 kJ/kg 

 Pressure ratio = 6
2

12

p

p

2

3

  

15.272
380430

763.6
 m 




sec

kg       …from equation (ii) 

Similar calculations assuming other two 

refrigerants; 

Sr

. 

N

o. 

Refrige

rant 

C

OP 

Work 

require

ment on 

compre

ssor 

(W) 

p2 

bar 

p3 

bar 

h2 

kJ/

kg 

h3 

kJ/

kg 

m 

(kg/s

ec) 

1 R-134a 
4.6

1 
763.6 2 

1

2 

38

0 

43

0 

15.2

7 

2 R-22 
4.6

6 
755.4 

3.

5 

1

8 

40

0 

44

0 

18.8

8 

3 R-123 
4.9

3 
714.0 

0.

2 

1.

8 

37

5 

41

0 

20.4

0 

Table 1: Analysis of mass flow rate using various refrigerant 

Since R-134a has comparatively better features over 

other two refrigerants also the required mass flow rate for the 

same is lesser than that of other two; therefore selecting R-

134a as refrigerant for our system. 

B. Calculation of Required Speed of Compressor: 

Considering the basic impeller construction, 

 
Fig. 5: Velocity triangles at inlet and outlet of impeller 

blades 

Where, 

α = Blade angle at inlet (assumed to be 90°) 

β = Blade angle at outlet (assumed to be 30°) 

  = Velocity of relative with respect to tangential velocity 

(vane angle) at inlet (assumed to be 25°) 

Work by compressor = 22 CblCwm    …(iii) 

We have, Work by compressor = 763.6 W 

m = Qρ          …(iv) 

Density of R-134a, ρ = 4.25 kg/m3 

Required flow rate of refrigerant, Q = 3.5934 m3/sec 

 

From the outlet velocity triangle, 

Cw2 = 
) β (tan 

Vf 2

=
) β (tan 

Vf 1

 …assuming flow ratio=1 

Cw2 = Cbl1

) β (tan 

) (tan 
     …(v) 

We know, 
60

Ndπ
Cbl

1

1


 …(vi) 

60

Ndπ
Cbl

2

2


 …(vii) 

Where, d1 = Diameter of impeller at inlet = 45 mm 

 d2 = Diameter of impeller at outlet = 70 mm 

From equation (iv); Equation (iii) can be modified as, 

763.6 = 22 CblCwQρ  …(viii) 

Also putting equation (vi) in equation (v); we get, 

Cw2 = 


60

Ndπ 1

) β (tan 

) (tan 
…(ix) 

Putting values of Cw2 and Cbl2 in equation (viii); we get, 

763.6 =  Qρ




60

Ndπ 1


) β (tan 

) (tan 
60

Ndπ 2 

 

 

Putting values of 21 d,dQ,ρ, ; above equation can be modified 

as, 

763.6 =  3.59344.25




60

N0.045π


) 30 (tan 

25) (tan 

60

N07.0π 

 
2677.41N  rpm 

Therefore, required speed of compressor is 

approximate 2700 rpm. Since, normal working turbocharger 

runs at 150000 rpm (approximate);[6] therefore it will be 

definitely useful while compressing refrigerant. The only 

requirements are design of centrifugal compression blades for 

such low cooling effect and leak proof compression system. 

Remaining components of vapour compression system are to 

be used as per required refrigeration effect and as per 

standards.  

III. SEPARATE AC COMPRESSOR COUPLED WITH TURBO 

Torque and speed produced at the turbine side of the 

turbocharger can be transmitted to the separate AC 

compressor. The high speed of turbocharger can be reduced 

by using magnetic gears. We can connect turbocharger to the 

AC compressor using couplings. This concept can be easily 

employed on low power engine and can ensure high capacity 

air conditioner.[1] 
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Fig. 6: shaft and flange arrangement 

We worked on using flange coupling for connecting 

separate AC compressor with turbocharger. We tried to 

reduce the load on shaft by reducing the material. Also it 

needs proper alignment. One can go for use of universal 

coupling to solve alignment problem. 

 
Fig. 7: Universal coupling arrangement 

After achieving successful rotation of turbocharger 

one can go for using part cooling effect from AC system as 

intercooler for the compressed air. So the increased level of 

temperature of air from turbocharger can be decreased before 

passing it to the engine inlet. Thus achieving regeneration 

system in automobiles itself. 

IV. ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND USE FOR AC SYSTEM 

Thermoelectric cooling provides an alternative solution to the 

common compressor and absorber cooler. Thermoelectric 

coolers are used especially if small cooling power is 

needed.[3] In this option we suggest to use kinetic energy of 

exhaust gas to generate electricity which can be then used for 

AC system of automobile. The core piece of a thermoelectric 

cooler is the thermoelectric module. 

A thermoelectric module is an electrical module, 

which produces a temperature difference with current flow. 

The emergence of the temperature difference is based on the 

Peltier effect designated after Jean Peltier. The thermoelectric 

module is a heat pump and has the same function as a 

refrigerator. It gets along however with- out mechanically 

mobile construction units (pump, compressor) and without 

cooling fluids.[3] Thus we can generate the electricity from 

turbocharger. The generated power can be used as a power 

supply to thermo electric cooling system. 

A motor converts electrical energy into mechanical 

energy of rotation. A device that makes direct current electric 

power using electromagnetism known as a generator; 

however the term generator normally refers to an 'alternator' 

which creates AC (Alternative Current) power. Thus turbo 

can be used to generate electricity. 

V. CONCLUSION 

From the various, technical papers, research papers and visits 

to various manufacturing and maintenance workshops we 

came to the conclusion that this project  is energy efficient, 

economical and can be implement on automobile vehicle. 

Turbocharger can be use itself as AC compressor by 

designing the compressor side and making it leak proof. Also 

a separate AC compressor can be coupled to turbo or 

electricity can be generated using turbo if thermoelectric 

cooling is the requirement. The efficiency of the AC will get 

reduced than conventional but whatever cooling we will be 

getting, it will be for free. By implementing this project we 

can develop a model for better utilization of exhaust energy. 
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